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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION  

After analyzing this novel, I can conclude that the intrinsic approach can be 

used to analyze the novel. I apply showing and telling methods to know the 

characterization of certain characters. One of the characters whom I analyzed is 

Rusty Quinn, as the main character. By using the concept of setting, I am able 

to know the setting of the novel. By using he concept of plot can be known the 

plot of the novel from exposition to resolution. Then I also conclude that the 

extrinsic approach can be used to analyze this novel. I use the concept of natural 

rights to explain about Rusty’s thoughts of death execution and rights equality. 

The characterizations, setting and plot of this novel support the concepts of 

natural rights. I also elaborate between the intrinsic and extrinsic analysis. It 

proves that the theme of this novel is the reflection of natural rights through 

Rusty Quinn character in novel The Good Daughter by Karin Slaughter. We 

were born with natural rights. We have rights to live, to be treated equally, and 

those cannot be subjected by those cannot be subjected by someone else 

including the authority. On the contrary, we expect the government to safeguard 

some of our rights that we have given. Someone makes a mistake but it doesn’t 

change himself to be something else but still a human. Even though he has an 

obligation in taking responsibility for what he has done, but he still has a right 

to be heard about his explanation. This is stated in John Lokce’s theory of 

natural rights and International Declaration of Human Rights. This research can 

give us something that we can learn in our life. Both for children and adults. By 

getting know about a theory of natural rights we can learn that human was born 

to be free in living their life and all equal. International Declaration of Human 

Rights also give us lesson what the rights we have and the rights that we have 

to respect because they belong to all humans. Understanding natural rights 

would make us aware that we cannot be a judgmental person. It also makes us 

braver in facing life because we are all equal and we have same rights. As 

suggestion, by understanding the characterization and philosophy that exist in 

this term paper, the readers can see the theme of this research. They also can 
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get a lesson and moral values from this term paper. This term paper gives lesson 

that we are not supposed to judge someone out of sudden without hearing their 

explanation. That every human has rights that cannot be crossed and we also 

have rights that cannot be crossed by someone else. Besides that, for the student 

of English Language and Culture especially those who are interested in this 

novel, this novel is analyzed through new perspective, philosophical or other 

concepts which in this study examine the potential for another concept. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


